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Campus • GSS selects officers for 1996-97 year.

Aaron Weisbrod discusses basic
human rights.

Nation • Space Shuttles celebrate their 15th birthday.

Sports •Master's tournament begins today.
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What about Bob?
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Gallery will be formally dedicated
The Willard Wankelman
Gallery In the University
School of Art will be formally dedicated at 6:30 p.m.
Friday, prior to the opening
of the annual FFA Senior
and MFA Thesis exhibitions
in the Fine Arts Center.
Wankelman founded what
would later be the School of
Art when he was hired in
1946 to begin an art program at the University.
For 26 years he directed
the growth of the department's faculty, enrollments,
facilities, programs and
reputation. After that he
taught another five years
before retiring in 1972. He
died in 1994.

Posters, cartoons
will be presented at
University

An exhibition of posters
and political cartoons from
Russia and a film series depicting the stifling influence of bureaucracy In
the former Soviet Union
will be presented at the
University.
"Bureaucracy in Russian
Art: Posters and Political
Cartoons" will be on exhibit
today through May 2 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday in McFall
Center Gallery.

Author to speak at
University
Ellen Herman, a lecturer
In social studies at Harvard
University, will speak April
17 at the University.
Herman is the author of
"The Romance of American
Psychology: Political Culture in the Age of Experts."

Quote of
the day
j I support a raise,
I >ut 1 don't want to
ee this done at
he expense of the
itudent.
] - L e i g h
| Chiarelott,faculty
I senate member, on the
I proposed 6.5 percent
[ salary increase
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Bob the iguana Is on display In the Life Science Building on the second floor. Paul Moore, assistant
professor of biology, is Bob's owner.

Committee calls for $10
million technology plan
Jay Young
The BC News

The Campus Technology Plan
Steering Committee has completed its final report to the
president. The report calls for
greater student access, networking, state-of-the-art equipment
and better training.
The committee developed
three five-year expenditure
models at three different levels.
The models Included $10-, $7- and
$4-milUon per year. The group
recommended the largest investment
"As a result of its deliberations, the Committee believes

that expenditures of $10-million
per year for five years is the
minimum that the institution can
afford to spend if it is going to
keep pace with the Increasing
role information technology is
playing in higher education in the
information age," the report
states.
Committee Chairman Louis
Katzner, Graduate College Dean,
said he doesn't know if those dollars will be available.
"I know it will be difficult I
think that there are two factors
that will determine whether we
can do it or not," Katzner said.
"The first is how much we can
leverage in terms of external dol-

lars. The question is how much
can we come up with by partnering with the private sector."
Katzner said the other concern
is how the institution would budget the investment
"I think the other key issue is
how much of the money coming
from University budgets will
come from the instructional budget and how much will come
from other budgets on campus,"
Katzner said. "I think it is very
clear that coming up with
$10-mill ion per year out of the instructional budget would be
difficult, if not impossible."
See RErOftT, page three.

Emmy winner Eckert to
address local conference
Sara Wilson

The BC News
Emmy Award winner Allan
Eckert will speak at the annual
local history conference, sponsored by the University Center
for Archival Collections. The
event will take place April 11 at
the Holiday Inn, French Quarter
in Perrysburg.
Eckert Is a six-time Pulitzer
Prize nominee and has written
more than 200 scripts for the television series "Wild Kingdom."
He also wrote for "Tecum-

sehl," an outdoor drama seen by
millions over the years.
His book, "Incident at Hawk's
Hill," won the Newberry Honor
Book Award and was made into a
two-part television Walt Disney
movie titled "The Boy Who
Talked to Badgers." Eckert's
newest publication, "Dark and
Bloody River," recently came In
second.
Yon said the Center for Archival Collections Is an organization
that prizes itself on its various
history collections. The center
also focuses on Ohio history.

Eckert has also written about
the settlement of the Ohio Valley.
Paul Yon, director of the project,
said, "Eckert is a prolific writer
who utilizes many of the sources
relevant to local history."
Eckert will be speaking on the
art of historical writing. The cost
of the event will be $15.
Eckert Is the author of more
than 30 books and several hundred nonfictlon articles. He is
also the author of the six-column
"Narratives of America," which
won him the Ohio Library AssoSee SPEAKER, page five.

Although proposed to the Faculty Senate as a 6.5 percent salary increase, the Faculty Welfare
Committee may have been aiming at a more attainable S percent, according to some members of the Faculty Senate.
Leigh Chiarelott, a sehate
member, said even though 6.5
percent is a good number to start
from, he does not think it is feasible.
"I support a raise, but I don't
want to see this done at the expense of the student," Chiarelott
said. "It is a disproportionate
amount to attempt"
Veronica Gold, chairwoman
for the faculty senate committe
on faculty welfare, said the increase was necessary to keep the
faculty In line with the goals affirmed in the Senate. She said
anything less than the 6.5 percent
increase would make the University fall even further behind than
it is at present.
"Our first goal is to be in the
middle of the pack of category
one institutions in the state,"
Gold said. "The second goal is to
be in the top 40 percent among
institutions nationally."
She said these goals were taken
into consideration when the
committee decided on an amount
to increase salary for continuing
faculty. Gold said the proposal is
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sensitive to what has been accepted in the past. Last year the
faculty accepted a 5.5 percent
salary increase.
"We're doing what it takes to
reach that goal," Gold said. "It's
hard to say if we will get It."
According to Roger Thibault,
Faculty Senate Budget Committee chairman, if the increase is
passed at the percent proposed
by Faculty Senate, funding for
some programs will need to be
cut. He said tuition may need to
be raised to cover the costs of the
salary raise.
Chiarelott said the University
should consider other priorities,
such as the programs that will be
affected, while deciding on the
best compensation for faculty
members.
"Anything less than 5 percent
wont allow us to keep [faculty]
here," Chiarelott said. "But I
would assume that negotiating
would be a strategy that would be
used."
Charles Applebaum, a member
of the Faculty Welfare Committee, said the salary increase is
perfectly reasonable to ask in order to put faculty in line with
other state institutions.
"If we ask for 2 percent we're
not going to get any more than
that. You have to ask for more,"
Applebaum said. "Of course we
deserve it, it Is just not clear
See RAISE, page five.
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Chad Stevens, left, and Dan Qulnn, both members of the University track team, carry the Special Olympics "Flame of Hope"
from Bowling Green Wednesday afternoon. Ten track members
helped carry the torch to the Chrsylcr dealership In Perrysburg.

Tribal orator unfolds tale of Native American pride
Krlitln Stadum
The BC News

The Native American oral tradition continued Wednesday
evening with Wayne Jackson's
presentation, "The Native Americans Version of American History."
Jackson, of the Tuscarora tribe
of the Iroquois confederacy,
shared his tribe's story as well as
that of others with a crowd of
about 75 students and faculty in
the Commons dining center.
"We're gonna take a Journey a little journey back In time,"
Jackson said.
"Hopefully people will understand a little more about Native
Americans - what's not in history books," said Heather Holmes,
sophomore political science

major. With story, song and
dance, Jackson unfolded an
American history that predates
Christopher Columbus' voyage
by thousands of years.
In 1908 the remains of animals
killed by Native Americans were
found in the Wild Horse Canyon
of New Mexico. Carbon dating
showed that those animals
roamed the earth between 10,000
and 11,000 years ago, according
to Jackson.
Jackson said the survival of the
Native American people came
through their relation with
"Mother Earth" Corns, beans
and squash were known as the
three sisters to some tribes and
simply as life to others. They
provided sustenance to the
Native Americans. Likewise,
each plant and herb carried the

cure to a disease and the responsibility to find the appropriate
cure for each disease fell to the
people
Through stories and animal
pelts, Jackson told the reason for
the raccoon's black eyes, how the
coyote came to howl and the origin of Chicago.
Jackson sang a lullaby that a
mother might sing to her baby
and a birthday song to a member
of the audience. With a love song,
he told the story of how summer
and winter came to be.
Jackson told of the six nations
of New York state and Canada Mohawk, Seneca, Onelda,
Cayuga, Onondaga and Tuscarora. He told the story of the Mohawk chief who held up one arrow and broke it He then held up
six arrows bound together which

would not be broken.
"If the tribes stuck together,
they could not be broken," Jackson said.
The government of the United
States adopted this belief, and
the American democratic system
stemmed from it, according to
Jackson. The dollar bill shows an
eagle clutching 13 arrows much
like that Mohawk chief clutched
six, he said.
From these six nations came a
united nations where the larger
tribes protected the smaller ones
- long before the establishment
of the current United Nations,
according to Jackson.
He also told of the Plains Indians who took the "sacred dogs"
of the Spanish conquistadors and
became known as horse people,
but they found everything they
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needed In life through the buffalo.

"Hopefully people
will understand a
little more about
Native Americans."
Wayne Jackson
tribal orator
When Columbus came in 1492,
there were seven to 14 million
Native Americans in North
America living in 600 tribes
speaking 2,000 dialects, according to Jackson.
"There are more Indian skulls
In the Smithsonian Institute than
there are live Indians today," he
said.
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.etters to the
God wants peace
in Middle East
As an Arab Individual, I would
like to epxress my sincere condolences to the victims and their
families. I am gravely disappointed about and saddened by
the reactions of some of my people to the bombings that have
taken place lately In Israel. I am
also stunned to see cheerful people applauding the bombing. It is
a human tragedy to see civilians
killed unjustifiably merely to
satisfy religious fanaticism.
I do not think that God has
promised anyone will go to
heaven by slaying other humans.
Our religious leaders have holy
and moral obligations to condemn such terrorist acts regardless of their origin. Nothing can
be said to alleviate such suffering; nobody would win if the old
days should ever come back. Our
region has suffered for years
from violence and confrontation.
A lot of people, whether Israelis or Arabs, have been killed.
Our peoples have failed to try to
settle their differences by war
for more than five decades. The
recent incident plays directly
Into the hands of both Palestinian
and Israeli terrorists.
The time has come to put a stop
to this senseless circle of killings
and to start a new beginning; a
beginning that has hope, trust
and coexistence among all parties. The majority of all sides
have paid a heavy price for political narrow-mindedness and

ideaktgical rigidity for a long
time. Our region has been beset
with such immense difficulties
throughout our history: occupation, refugees, recessions, poverty and above all the challenge
to provide a sum game: everybody has the opportunity to benefit from peace.
The only thing we need to do is
to give it the chance and the time
to succeed. Investment in building peace and cooperation is a
long-run adventure. We have to
be patient with this process. It is
difficult to anticipate the outcome in the short run since we
are in an early stage of reconstructing the way in which we
conduct business with each
other.
Still, there is a great deal of
mistrust among us which is very
understandable after all these
years of conflict. We cannot reverse fifty years of confrontation
just by signing a peace treaty.
We need to educate our public on
the importance of peace to us and
to future generations. It is our
destiny as peoples that we live
next to each other. Israel is a
reality that we have to accept.
If anybody is not happy about
the direction that our countries
have embarked upon, they should
express their reservations
through peaceful means rather
than resorting to violence and
killing.
Wasel Mashagbeh
Arab-American Student Association and the Jordanian Club of
Michigan

If it's none of your business...
All the laughter
All the pain
If you were me
What would you do?
-KORN
When I was younger I was always a little bit on the petite side
of the size spectrum.
While most of the other boys
and girls in my class were coming into school bragging to their
friends about how they had
grown an inch the night before, I
was usually off in a corner drawing pictures of Godzilla burning
down the school... with all those
tall bastards still in it.
Yeah, it was frustrating being
the shortest boy in the class. The
shortest girl in the class was
seen as a cute and dainty
little thing, but me, I was just a
runt.
As I'm sure most of you out
there are aware, there's a certain
social heirarchy in elementary
school that involves the bigger
kids in the class having the right
to beat on the littler kids, or as
was the case in my class, the
little kid.
Due to this unwritten rule I
was forced to spend every recess
running as fast as I could from a
pack of testosterone-driven
bullies.
As the years passed and my
class entered the junior high, I
finally started to grow. With the
advantage of my new-founded
size came the motivation to
fight back against my advesaries.
Before I knew it they quit harassing me, and instead joined
either the football team or one of
the local gangs.
Ironic, huh?
Fast forward several months,
to the arrival of a new kid at our

school named "John."
The rumor was that John's
parents transferred him to our
school because he got into so
many fights at his old one that he
was on the verge on expulsion.
This seemed kind of weird, especially since John didn't strike
me as a fighter, so I introduced
myself to him and offered to help
show him the ropes. Although he
was a little bit reluctant toward
my offer at first, he finally accepted.
Fast forward two more months.
As I was entering the school
building it was immediately
brought to my attention that
there was a fight taking place
down the hall.
Within moments of this discovery I quickly dashed down the
hall toward the scene of the
rumble.
Much to my horror, I found
that John was one of the two
fighters involved in the scuffle.
Much to my surprise, however, I
found that he had thoroughly
beaten the crap out of a now
nearly unconscious young man.
Within moments of my arrival
the assistant principal and principal were on the scene, and
within the next few days the full
story became known to all.
Apparently "Tom" (the guy

John beat up) had gone to John's
old school with him, but he too
was on the verge of expulsion for
fighting, so he transferred to our
school.
Coincldentally, John and Tom
knew each other.
You see, while at their old
school, Tom found out that John
was gay. Upon learning this tasty
little tidbit of information Tom
proceeded to tell everyone In the
school about it.
The result was a lot of John's
more "macho" student peers
picking fights with him ... fights
that they usually lost.
Although each fight John won
was a victory on some levels, it
was a loss on others. You see,
when one of his antagonizers finally cornered John Into fighting
him, only to lose the fights, they
were then riddlculed by their
"friends" for losing a fight to a
"faggot."
Someone else would then try to
fight John under the deluded
mentality of "How tough can
some fairy be," and he too would
get his ass kicked.
Repeat cycle until John was finally forced to transfer schools.
When Tom saw John In the
hallway, he attempted to solve
some "unfinished business" with
his "favorite pretty boy."
It was also discovered that
Tom had a knife on him, and
that's why John decided that he
had better knock Tom out
After learning the full story
about John's situation, I honestly
couldn't believe that John was
being put through so much crap
by some of his fellow students ...
hell, by some of his fellow human
beings ... just because he was
gay.
What were those guys so

worked-up about? Since John was
gay, that meant that he was one
less person to compete against
for dates.
What pisses me off more than
anything about this whole gay issue (besides the fact that it's
even an issue) is how people try
to justify their prejudices
agaiast non-heterosexuals to
make It sound like there's nothing wrong with harassing
someone who's gay or bisexual.
In my 21 years of life I think
I've heard Just about every excuse known to man about why it's
OK to discriminate against gays,
up to and including the arguement that God doesn't approve of
homosexuality.
Listen, if God really exists but
won't acccept you for who you
are, then screw him/her/it. At
least the other guy/girl/thing
won't try to make you conform to
his/hers/its will before entering
his/hers/its domain.
I'm sure by now some of you
out there are wondering what my
being short when I was little had
to do with the rest of this column.
You see, I remember what It
was like living with harassment
and hatred every day of my life.
Being picked on about something
you can't and/or wont change is
absolute hell.
Most of you out there probably
haven't had to deal with an extreme form of harassment Ilk.
the examples listed above, and In
some ways you're lucky because
of it ... but in some ways you're
not.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist guy. He's heterosexual, but try not to hold it
against him. Send stuff to oar- 'onw@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
Hall.
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ODOT liable if idiots throw stuff
In the early spring of 1990, Pietro Semadeni was driving his car
alng 1-71 In Cincinnati when
tragedy struck from above. As
Semandeni's car apprcahed the
Blalr Avenue overpass, someone
with too much time on their
hands and not enough brains in
their head, dropped a six-pound
chunk of concrete from the
bridge. The concrete crashed
through the winshield of Semadeni's car and struck him In the
head.
I don't know the exact physics
behind it, but anybody can figure
out that six pounds of concrete,
eight inches In width, dropped
from that height, striking a car
moving about 60 mph is going to
cause serious damage. Not suprisingly, Pietro Semandeni was
killed by the blow to the head.
The simpleton who throw the
concrete was never identified, so
no criminal charges were ever
brought against anyone for this
cowardly deed. I suspect the person who did It knows what happened, probably followed the

»

case In the paper, and has to live
with it every day. While It may
not be satisfying, that will have
to serve as punishment enough.
Even though there were no
criminal charges filed, there was
a civil suit. Brigitte Semadeni,
the executor of Pietro's estate,
filed a claim against the Ohio
Department of Transportation.
The suit alleged that in 1986,
ODOT had adopted a policy
which required the Blalr Avenue
bridge to be equipped with
protective fencing. Because they
had failed to erect that fancing,
she claimed ODOT was negligent
and, as a result of their negligence, Pietro had been killed.
She did not win her case. The
trial court ruled In ODOT's favor,
finding that ODOT Is not liable
for the criminal misconduct of
third parties, and has no duty to
provide protection against it. The
court of appeals, in a split decision, affirmed the trial court's
judgement in favor of ODOT.
When the case came before the
Supreme Court of Ohio, we saw it

V/

a little differently. By a five to
two vote, we reversed the court
of appeals decision, and sent the
case back to the Court of Claims
to amount of damages that should
be awarded to Semadeni's estate.
While this may seem like a leap
of logic, and yet another attempt
in this litigious society to find
someone to blame and collect
money from, there was reason
behind It. First, in 1975, the state
of Ohio passed a law that waived
the state's right of Immunity
from liability. The state thus
consented to be sued and to have
Its liability determined Just as It
would be between private parties.
Writing for the majority. Chief
Justice Thomas Moyer pointed
out that this court had previously
ruled that private bridge contractors could be held liable for
objects thrown from a bridge
under their control, even If It was
a third party who threw It. So
Brigitte Semandeni was well
within bounds to file suit against
ODOT.

t

There was another factor at
work against ODOT as well. At
the time of Piertro's death,
ODOT admitted that it had a policy regarding the installation of
protection fencing on freeway
bridges. They also admitted
there was no such fencing on the
Blalr Avenue project. But they
denied negligence.
After Semedeni's death, the
chief engineer advised the Cincinnati district office that ODOT
had determined the program
should be accelerated, and that
all the bridges In its district
should be finished within eight
months. Blalr Avenue finally
received its fencing in March
1992, two years later.
In a perfect world, ODOT
would not have to be held responsible for the criminal misconduct
of someone else. But In a perfect
world, idiots wouldn't be throwing stuff off bridges.
Justice Paul E. Pfelfer is a
guest columnist for The BG
News.
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Unopposed
Morrison
to
head
BGSU students repair
GSS for upcoming year

houses in Appalachia
Dawn Keller
Trie BC News
Editor's note: This is the last
part in a two-part series about
the annual spring break trip to
Appalachia.
Seven University students
spent spring break repairing
an office for a Franciscan nun
and fixing a house for a
70-year-old woman in Spencer,
W.Va.
The students were split into
two groups, according to
Natalie Vorst, Volunteer and
Outreach coordinator for St.
Thomas More parish.
Some of the students drywalled and painted the house for
and spent time with a 70-yearold woman whose 40-year-old
son is dying of cirrhosis of the
liver.
She took care of him, so she
didn't get to go out, according
to David Michalec, senior psychology and sociology major.
"She told us she hadn't been
out of her house since Jan. 1,"
Michalec said. "It was kind of
sad because no one visits her
or cares about her situation."
Judina Kobasckitz, senior
special education major, said
they took her out to lunch and
to get groceries the last day
they were in West Virginia.

"We really helped her a lot,"
she said. "I could tell she appreciated what we did for her."
Michalec said the impression
the students left will stay with
the woman for a long time because she really did appreciate
what they were doing.
Other students repaired an
office that was designed for
respite care.
"We replaced drywall, did
some sanding and painting what I would call light construction work," Michalec said.
Michalec said the students
also helped a family who was
moving.
"That was neat because we
got to see the humanistic side
of people in the area," he said.
Vorst also said one of the
groups of students had the
chance to meet Appalachia
people.
"The father of one family we
met played the fiddle," Vorst
said. "His grandson played a
variety of Intstruments. His
wife clogged, but she was hurt
so they had a friend come over
and clog. We had the chance to
experience the Appalachian
culture through that family."
Michalec said he learned a
lot when he was in West Virginia.
Michalec said most of the

people won't leave even though
the economy isn't real successful.
"The industry is gone, but
people are not about to leave,
their family is there," he said.
"If they stay, they don't have
much to do. There's not a lot of
money in the area."
Michalec said the trip was
proof of his personal beliefs.
He said he believes people are
on earth to make it better when
they leave than when they got
here.
"It's important to give something back for what we have,"
he said. "We're college students who have all or most of
our school paid for. We're
lucky. We can give to others.
"It was a great trip - it was
fantastic," Michalec said. "It
gives you a good feeling about
yourself."
Kobasckitz said she agreed it
was a good experience.
"I came back with the feeling
that I should appreciate what I
have," she said.
Vorst said students get a
chance to learn about themselves.
"They learn that they do
have the ability to make the
world a better place, even if
It's only for one person," she
said.

REPORT
Continued from page onr.

Committee member Linda
Dobb, Library dean, said the
University needs to invest in
technology.
"If we are to start being a
leader in this area we need to do
that," Dobb said. "Realistically,
it will be difficult for the institution to have that much money
each year. Ideally, it would dedicate that much."
The committee suggested

greater student access, and
"perhaps eventually requiring"
all students to own or lease their
own computer.
As its first priority, the committee recommended that a chief
of technology be selected. This
individual would report to the
president.
"There's a clear feeling
amongst the committee that we
need, as a campus, to take a
clearer and systematic approach
to technology on campus," Katz-

ner said. "We really believe that
one individual should be in
charge of technology."
Dobb said the person needs to
lead the University in its efforts
to improve campus technology.
"This person needs to be the
one who looks to our needs now
and has a strong vision of the future," Dobb said. "It's one person
who has a vision for the campus
and its need for technology and
its plan for technology for now
and the future."

Genell Pavellch
The BC News
New officers were elected last
week to represent the Graduate
Student Senate for the 1996-97
school year.
Janet Morrison, presidentelect, said she has a lot of ideas
and issues she would like GSS to
address in the coming year.
One main concern Morrison
said she has is getting more people involved with the organization.
"Involvement in the organization needs to be stressed, and our
profile on campus needs to be enlarged," she said.
Morrison said she was a little
disappointed that she ran unopposed for the position because of
the importance of the organization.
"Graduate students are a fundamental constituency on cam-

pus," she said. "Sometimes the
needs of these students get overlooked because of the undergraduate emphasis at the University, but GSS advocates for
their issues."
Robert Field, vice presidentelect, also said he would like to
see more participation.
"In terms of goals, I would like
to see GSS relnvigorated and the
membership and participation
Janet Morrison
expanded," he said. "I would like
GSS president-elect
to see GSS generate more interest and participation among
graduate students."
Field said he believes GSS is an ization that has a lot of potential."
important organization on camField also ran unopposed for
pus because it allows graduate the position of vice president.
students to voice their concerns
Other officers that were
and opinions.
elected Include Cathy Shr.felt,
"Through GSS, participants secretary-elect; John Woods,
have the opportunity to voice treasurer-elect; and John Howtheir opinions and be heard," he ard and James Brandon, senators
said. "This is a worthwhile organ- at large.

"Jjxvolvement in the
organization needs to
be stressed and our
profile on campus
needs to be
enlarged."

Few off-campus housing units
available for next school year
some units outside of Bowling
Green that students can look Into,
and we always keep a list of peoTime is running out for those ple looking for roommates or
students wishing to rent off- sub-leasers, but that's about it"
Helen Hernandez of Newlove
campus housing for the 1996-97
school year. Many Bowling Reality Inc. agreed with Maurer.
"Right now we have 103 houses
Green rental agencies say they
are down to their last few houses and apartments left," she said.
"We charge a $60 fee to suband apartments.
Pat Maurer of Greenbriar Rea- leasers, but if we run out of units,
lty said they have very little that's probably the next best option,"
housing remaining.
According to Maurer, the best
"We're down to about 30 available units," Maurer said. "That way to be assured of off-campus
Includes both apartments and housing is to start looking early.
"We have people, who when
houses. Once we run out, there
aren't many options left. We have they pick up their keys on August
Jack "fuehrer
The BC News
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104 S. MAIN

Super Markets
1141 S. Main
354-2526
Next to K' MART and across from Wal'Mart

353-0988

Tonight
April 11th. 1996

Larroo & Lefty

14 ask about housing for the next
fall," she said. "Many people
start calling as early as September and October. By the time the
students are leaving for Christmas break, 30-40 percent of our
units are gone."
Hernandez says that Newlove
also recommends students start
looking for housing as early as
possible.
"The best time to start looking
is in the early fall," she said.
"The current tenants get first
choice as to where they want to
live After that it's first come
first served. It's definitely beat
to start early."

MEALS IN
A MINUTE AT
THE

RIGHT
PUKE!
Hormel
Assorted Varieties
Mcrowave Meals
7.S««rt

Plcanti Salsa
ISO.

$1.79
Campbell's

•Played For President Clinton*
Starts fit 10

Vegetable Soup
Selected

Tickets fit The Door

Oven Fresh
Buttermilk Bread
M«.wt

$1.09

Frozen Pot Pies

1075B.

T

|

LUBE, OIL & FILTER I
MAINTENANCE
■ FRONT BRAKE SPECIAL
SPECIAL*
| TUNE-UP SPECIAL* |

0NLY$14.95 M«•*■*•■- $32-95|
I
|
•
■
I
I

Complete Examination ol:
• Washer Fluid
• Power Steering Fluid
• Brake Fluid
• Automatic Transmission
Fluid
up to 5 qts most cars
(M far an Appointntnt
Eap. 4/30/96

16 Cylinder

'36.95 |

ONLY

$

59.95

18 Cylinder
'39.951'F,onl B,ake °'sc Pads
| INCLUDES: Analysis" 0. , i * Inspect Brake Hoses

:i.i

1.1-7 K. ML

3/S2.00
(4) TIRE
ROTATION
& BALANCE
ONLY

•21.95

■ starting,
charging
and ■ * Inspect Calipers
I Present this coupon to
| engine system plus we set I • Add Fluid As Needed
timing, install new sparK . inspect Wheel Cylinders ■ receive special price.
IPIUQS
Most Cars
Most Cars
Most Cars
CsHforsnApportiwnl
Ctl to an Afponmnt
Cat to an Afifiomnwii
Exp. 4/30/96
Exp. «*™
4/30/96
exp.
exp.
Exp. vju/ub
4/30/96

Banquet

Lay's
Assorted Varieties
Potato Chips
14*LWt

Jiff
Peanut Butter
Creamy or Crunchy

$2.59.

2/.880
Spartan
Mac 8. Cheese
7Jlsa,at

L 3/870

WRIGHT AMOCO AUTO CENTER
352-0387

•MUST PRESENT COUPONS
FOR SPECIAL PRICE

WE EMPLOY

<@>

OPEN 24 HOURS
Service Hours: Mon.-M. ( am -1 pjru; Sot. a am.

All Major CradH Cards Accepted

Pepsi
Cola Products
Urav.-'•■cast

TECHNICIANS

$2.99

Seyfert's
/tssoCTM varisues
Tor-Ma CHDS
IS-14 (CM.

2/$3.00
Prices good through April 14,1996
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U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Chuck

| USDA
CHOICE

BONELESS
ENGLISH
ROAST

GRBinFED

SOLD AS
A ROAST
ONLY!

12-oz. Cans

A ALL VARIETIES

mm

e PACK

KINGSFORD
CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

iSfflSiL-^
;- ir";

BIGK

In The Kroger Garden!

GOLDEN RIPE
DOLE
BANANAS

CRUNC

rr

Regular, Peanut Butter or
Crunchberry—15-oz.-16-oz. Box

QUAKER
CAP'N CRUNCH
CEREAL

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY

MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS UP TO 50 <

This Ad Valid: APRIL 17 18 19 |lo|l 1 J12|l3| Mot Store* Open 24 Hours |
Prices and Items Effective at Toledo & Bowling Green Kroger Stores, Apnl 7 thru Apnl 13,1996.
COPYRIGHT 1996. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
•DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50«. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
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Stadiums' public support defended
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati officials say projects boost economy
recommend state funding for
professional sports stadiums in
Cleveland and Cincinnati.
The proposal has run into some
COLUMBUS - Present and
past public officials from Cleve- legislative opposition.
land, Columbus and Cincinnati
Sen. Charles Hnrn, R-Ketterdefended use of tax money
lng, listened to UH panel presenWednesday to help build sports tation but was not deterred from
stadiums. But they did not his opposition to taxpayer fundchange the mind of at least one ing of stadiums.
legislator.
"It's understandable that you'Pro-stadium panelists told the re going to get that kind of a view
Ohio Chamber of Commerce an- from people who make their livnual meeting that the projects ing in these cities and who are
were ways to boost economic de- connected with the profession.
velopment as well as a city's Basically, you had the cheerimage.
leaders here," Horn said.
Discussion of the spending
Thomas Chema, former execucame as Gov. George Voinovich tive director of the Gateway Ecprepared to introduce a $1.6 bil- onomic Development Corp., said
lion state construction budget construction of Jacobs Field and
Gund Arena was an economic
next month.
Voinovich's plan Is expected to boon for downtown Cleveland.
John Cnalfant
The Associated Press

the Cincinnati Reds and Bengals
generate $250 million a year in
economic activity.
County voters last month approved a sales tax Increase to
help finance new baseball and
football stadiums.
Bedinghaus said there was an
intangible benefit from pro
sports teams.
"It makes us different from
"I submit to you that with the some of the cities that surround
diversity of our economies today us. It makes us different than
no other industry does that Louisville, it makes us different
either, anymore," Chema said
than Lexington, it makes us
"But appropriately placed in different from Dayton," he said.
the heart of cities, sports staAndy Geiger, athletics director
diums and sports teams can have at Ohio State University, said a
a measurable, positive Impact on study showed campus sports had
the economy of that community a $34 million Impact on Columand have huge impact on how a bus. The state has provided $15
city sees itself."
million of the $84 million needed
Hamilton County Commis- to build OSU's new multipurpose
sioner Robert Bedinghaus said >«>*k -thaii and hockey arena
The Cleveland Indians enjoy a
season ticket sellout for Jacobs
Field. The arena Is home to the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
Chema acknowledged that no
combination of professional
sports teams in any city has a
significant impact on the diverse
economies of major metropolitan
areas.

Prosposal may convert UC hospital
Management says public to private transition could prove necessary
Tom Uhlman/The AaMcUted Preaa

Workers set up iciffoldlng on the steeple of the Cincinnati Job
Corps building near downtown Cincinnati Tuesday, April 9.
The workers are repairing Instability In the steeple, which was
built In 1987.

Dodd tried on dated
molestation charges
The Associated Press
MEDINA - A man who disappeared 14 years ago after he
was accused of molesting his
5-year-old neighbor went to trial
on Wednesday.
Robert L. Dodd, 64, of Brunswick, went on trial in Medina
County Common Pleas Court on
one felony count of gross sexual
imposition for allegedly fondling
the girl on Aug. 3,1982.
. He could face up to two years
in prison if convicted.
! The victim, now a 19-year-old
waitress, was surprised when she
got a call late last year from Medina police, who had just arrested Dodd for allegedly throwing a beer can out a car window.
They found an outstanding warrant from the 1982 case.
| Her name was not released.
Prosecutors asked the victim if
she wanted to pursue the case,

SPEAKER
Continued from page one.

elation Book-Of-The-Year Award.
Eckert said he is working on a
new book called "The World of
Opals," focusing on the jemstone

and she agreed after some hesitation.
"It was really hard to decide
what I wanted to do," she told
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer In
an Interview published Wednesday. "But what if he did this to
other people?"
Dodd denied in 1982 that he
had done anything wrong, demanded a liedetector test but
then admitted he had molested
the girl, police said. Prosecutors
said Dodd fled, probably to
Texas, at that point.
It wasn't clear when Dodd returned to the Cleveland area or
how long he had lived elsewhere.
Messages seeking comment were
left for assistant Medina County
Prosecutor Scott Salisbury and
the defense attorney, Gerald
Piszczek.
John Stukbauer, who retired
last year from the Brunswick
police department, helped investigate the original case.

president and provost for health
education at University of Cincinnati Medical Center, which
CINCINNATI - A proposal to Includes the hospital. The
convert the University of Cin- trustees then are to vote on the
cinnati Hospital from a public to proposal June 25.
a private institution may be
Harrison said the academic
necessary for its survival as medical center - with an annual
competition stiffens in health budget exceeding $300 million care, its management says.
must make changes to survive.
In other cities, universities
University trustees have
scheduled a public hearing for have been forced to close their
May 28 on the proposal, said Dr. hospitals or sell them to forDonald Harrison, senior vice prof it entitles, he said Tuesday.
Tke Associated Press

NISI

Continued from page one.

right now ... everything is up for
grabs."
The report made by the Welfare Committee showed the University was behind all eigth of
the other state supported doctoral institutions. Their report
was based on the "Akron Report," which is done each year by
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REPROGRAPHICS
\ Your Campus Printer \

Give Us A Jingle!!
Full Binding Services
Ink Color Matching
Black & White and Color Transpariencies
2-4 part carbonless paper
Generally less expensive than for-profit printers
'excluding stlf-serve

372-2216

Applications fort
•Fall 1996 BG News editor
•Summer BG News editor
• 1996-97 Gavel editor
• 1996-97 Key yearbook
• 1996-97 Miscellany editor
• 1996-97 Obsidian editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Complimentary memo pad with every order!!

s

"There's a little bit of economics here," Applebaum said. "It's
going to be a difficult thing to
figure out."

I

computers • lech Support ■ Powerbonk Rentals • Software

602 Administration Building

the University of Akron.
The percentage asked for in
the salary increase Included inflation levels, the cost of living
and the overall compenstation
package.
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"When you give a public hospital away to a private alliance,
there should not be a rush," said
Dan Radford, executive secretary of the AFL-dO Labor Council. "I, for one, am not convinced
that this hospital cannot be run as
a public hospital."

SAVE
A TREE

http://www.answerfactDry.com
Apple

While university officials say
the plan requires only a vote by
university trustees, opponents
say approval by the City Council
and possibly by the Ohio Legislature may be required.
"University Hospital has great

symbolic and practical importance to Cincinnati," Councilman
Tyrone Yates said. "It has been
the place where people who
couldnt get care otherwise can
walk in the door and be served."

RAISE

opal. He predicts the book to be
completed in the spring of '97. He
said he is also working on a
police thriller novel, called "Homicide Letters."
For any further information
contact the Center for Archival
Collections at (419) 382-2411.
•

Harrison said the pressure
comes from big employers to cut
costs, increased competition for
patients and expectations that
the federal government will
clamp down on Medlcaid and
Medicare spending.

AK/96
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Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 18.
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Unabomber search NASA budget, jobs vanishing
warrant requested Crews and cargo shuttled to and from Russian space station
Nicholas K. Giwilos
The Associated Press

HELENA, Mont. - Revealing
the contents of a search warrant
in the Unabomber case would
impede the investigation and violate the privacy rights of suspect
Theodore Kaczynski's family,
the federal government argued
in a court brief today.
The New York Times Co., Den.
ver Post Corp. and NBC want the
judge to unseal the search warrant and documents related to
the search of Kaczynski's
10-by-12-foot cabin near Lincoln.
They argue there is no risk of
loss of evidence or influence of
witnesses. Since Kaczynski is
already a household name, their
petition said, unsealing the warrant does not risk further loss of
his reputation.
The government, in a brief
filed by assistant U.S. Attorney
Bernard F. Hubley, argued
against the request, citing a ruling that there is no First
Amendment right of access to
search warrant materials prior to
indictment.
Release of the search-warrant
information also would hamper
the investigation, Hubley said.
"It is imperative that federal
investigators retain the ability to
pursue leads and interview witnesses without the massive
media attention that will immediately ensue upon the unsealing
of the affidavit," the brief said.
The affidavit also contains portions of Kaczynski's letters to his
family and other confidential information obtained from the
Kaczynskis, so privacy rights of
the family are at stake, the brief
said.
U.S. District Judge Charles
Lovell scheduled a hearing this
afternoon.
Lovell did not rule Tuesday on
a separate request from Kac-

FREE

"It is imperative that
federal investigators
retain the ability to
pursue leads and
interview witnesses
without the massive
media attention that
will immediately
ensue upon the
unsealing of the
affadavit."
Bernard F. Hubley
U.S. Attorney

zynski's lawyer, Michael Donahoe, to provide a list of items that
have been taken from the cabin.
The original criminal complaint released last week said
only that the cabin contained
bomb components and one partially completed bomb, 10
three-ring binders full of bomb
sketches, along with papers containing pipe bomb experiments.
Various published reports have
said Kaczynski's cabin also
yielded papers containing the
names of some Unabomber victims, a live bomb similar to one
used in a Unabomber attack and
various tools that are being compared to scraps of wire, wood and
metal taken from the Unabomber's devices.
Sources have also said the cabin contained two manual typewriters, one of which appears to
have been used by the Unabomber to type letters and his
35,000-word manifesto.
Those reports have not been
confirmed by government officials willing to be named.
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LAD WEE

5REE MOVIE

To honor B-GLAD week c5® will be sponsoring
JEFFREY, a funny and witty film about a gay
man's commitment to celibacy and his courage
not to stray in the age of AIDS.
SHOWN ON APRIL 15TH
1007 BA
AT 8:00 PM
MORE INFO? CALL 2-7164
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

Marcii Dunn
The Associated Press
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Fifteen years after Columbia
soared into orbit on the first
flight of a reusable spaceship,
NASA's shutUes finally are living up to their name: They're
shuttling crews and cargo to
and from a space station, albeit
a Russian one.
Yet, the budget is shrinking,
Jobs are vanishing, respected
managers are quitting and
young engineers are fleeing
just as NASA Is about to tum
over shuttle operations to private industry and start building its own space station.
"Where's John Kennedy
when you need him?" asks a
frustrated John Young, alluding to the president's bold
promise to put a man on the
moon. Young, a moonwalker
and six-time space filer who
guided space shuttle Columbia
into orbit IS years ago Friday,
is now a technical director at
NASA.
"We lack vision," he says,
"pure and simple."
Young finds himself spending more and more time these
days trying to talk colleagues
out of quitting and making sure
changes in shuttle management do not jeopardize flight
safety.
"So far, I haven't seen any
changes in terms of the way
people are looking at things,"
Young says. But he adds: "If it

comes to pass, I'll be the first
person to holler. You Just cant
afford to take any unnecessary
risks with this machinery."
Young recalls being "darn
nervous" when Columbia
blasted off on April 12, 1981,
two years behind schedule, on
a two-day inaugural flight. The
shuttle carried no cargo, just
Young and his co-pilot, Robert
Crippen.
"If we knew then what we
know now about the space
shuttle, we probablyreally
would have been nervous,"
Young says. "If I'd known anything about the Challenger...."
NASA had once envisioned
40 or more missions a year
within the first decade of the
shuttle program, with the
space planes routinely hauling
up military and commercial
satellites and traveling to and
from space stations.
But the space agency scaled
back drastically after realizing
how much it cost to fly the
shuttles - about $500 million
per mission nowadays - and
how long It took to ready them
for flight. So far, there have
been 76 shuttle flights; the
most in any year was a mere
nine in 1985.
The program suffered its
biggest setback in 1986 when
Challenger exploded, killing all
seven astronauts aboard. Shuttles were grounded for 2 1/2
years as NASA struggled to
make the program safer.
In part because of the Chal-

Bowling Green State Universit^T"

Friday
Bowling and Billiards
Public Ice Skating
Greenhouse Tour
Indian Dance
Dinosaur Light
Games Night
Free Willy
Choral Concert

Danlal Q. Hiney
The Associated Press

$45,000 less than men the same work in the same practice setage make. But the difference can tings and put in the same hours
be explained entirely by women's as male physicians do, they are
BOSTON - Young women doc- shorter hours as well as their likely to make just as much
tors moke just as much as men - choice of less lucrative spe- money.
if they work as many hours.
cialties and practice arrange"It's guardedly good news,"
A new study of physicians ments.
said Lawrence C Baker, an econunder age 45 finds that women
In other words, if women doc- omist at Stanford University.
average $110,000 a year. This is tors pick the same specialties.
It's also a change from the
early 1980s, when men doctors
earned 13 percent more per hour
than their female colleagues,
even when everything else was
;_L>the same.
1
The biggest factor in men's fatter pay checks is the number of
■ • Coupon good at BG only.
hours they work. Men doctors
I • Please bring ad with you.
average 62 hours a week, and
.
Exp. 4/18/96
they work 47 weeks a year, wom-
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OPEN DAILY

The African American graduate Student Association
of'BowUng Qrecn State University
•Proudly "Presents ...
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H

Saturday

Marine Lab Tour
Campus Tour
Cookie Decorating Contest
Bowling and Billiards
Banana Split
Children's Story Hour
Tie Dye
WFAL Tours
naay
RSA/ Of fenhauer Carnival
iBowling and Billiards Free Willy
Prout Hall Egg Hunt Step Show
Public Ice Skating
Public Ice Skating
Dinosaur Light
Derrick L Turner
Comedian

All Weekend
Rec Center Open "*
Toledo Mud Hens Games
For more information call the office
of Student Activities at 372-2343

lenger disaster, commercial
satellites were bumped from
shuttles onto unmanned rockets, the military began relying
more on unmanned rockets,
and plans to have a U.S. space
station orbiting by the early
1990s foundered.
The current goal is seven or
eight shuttle flights a year. By
2000, most of these missions
will be devoted to assembly of
an international space station
with Russia, Japan, Canada and
Europe.
In the meantime, NASA is using Russia's Mir station. Astronaut Shannon Lucid arrived
there last month via Atlantis;
the shuttle will bring her home

in August, leaving behind another U.S. astronaut and then
another and another.
NASA is under White House
budget-cutting orders that will
reduce its civil service work
force nationwide from the current 21,000 to 17,500 by the
year 2000, which would be its
lowest level since the early
1960s. NASA also hopes to chop
about 25,000 contractor jobs
from all of its programs, not
just the shuttle.
Some fear NASA's shuttles
will not make it into the 21st
century, that another accident
is inevitable - and imminent given all the budget-driven
changes and cutbacks.

Doctors' equal pay hinges on hours

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!
1080 S. Main St., BG, OH • 353-8413

jmT
WEEKEND
/^
W
APRIL 12-U, 1996 W

Tke AiMcUird Prcii
Space Shuttle Columbia, accompanied by a cbase plane, is shown
in this 1981 photo as It makes Its landing approach at Edwards
Air Force Base in California. Fifteen years after Columbia
soared Into orbit as the first reusable spaceship, NASA shuttles
are finally living up to (heir potential.
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en put in 51 hours for 46 weeks. •
Men doctors are also more
likely than women to opt for such
high-paying specialties as cardiology and surgery, while women more often go Into family
medicine, which is traditionally
near the bottom of the physician
pay scale.
Male doctors also are more apj
to be self-employed, either in
solo or group practices. These
arrangements pay better than
staff positions in hospitals or
health maintenance organizations, which are more likely to attract women doctors.

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose form choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
1996-1997
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning.

WANTED!
ADULT BASEBALL PLAYERS
FOR N.A.B.A. 1996 18&OVER/30&OVER
TEAM PLACEMENT NO-CUT TRYOUTS
18 yrs Old to 65 & TIRED OF SOFTBALL?
BRAD COLDIRON, NATIONAL PRESIDENT/N.A.B.A.

Invites you to "LIVE THE DREAM!"
PLAY REAL BASEBALL IN
The National Adult Baseball Association
BOWLING GREEN/TOLEDO

AFTER PARTY: FREE!
Tkkfts are BURSARABLE andean be purchased at the

FOR MORE INFO CALL (419)669-3095

Sit the (Door: $10

UAO OFFICE 3RD FLOOR UNION BUILDING

AllTrocceds will be donated directly to the
Tcacc Champion Jund
\

♦
♦
♦
♦

▼641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦

• 2 age groups (18+&30 Overl-2 levels ol play(AdvftRec)
ALL ARE WELCOMEI
• 20 GAME SEASON - ALL-STAR GAMES-TROPHIES a AWARDS
• R A WLING S»: OFFICIAL BASEBALL OF THE
National Adult Baseball Association
• STATE. REGIONAL A SPECIAL TOURNAMENTS- NAT'L
TOURNAMENT, PHOENIX-LATE-OCTTHE MOST AFFORDABLE QUALITY NATIONAL ADULT BASEBALL
PROGRAM

Tic^t Trice: $10

X♦

PLAYERS.PLAYERS/MANAGERS STEAMS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND OUR
1996 PLACEMENT OPEN TRYOUT-Sun APRIL 14:12:30 PM
BOWLING GREEN SENIOR H.S.,530 W.POE RD
CALL FOR DIRECTIONS:!! TRYOUT FEE-BRING YOUR GLOVE- THESE ARE
NOT "CUr TRYOUTS
OIWSW«Hon«l*dMllBj»«bJiA**oc.<ic>wOjnv«,.Coto«ri«>-*JIBiohwR«»«p^d
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Hernandez sent
down to minors
by Reds after
poor outings
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Reds designated reliever Xavier
Hernandez for assignment to the
minor leagues Wednesday and
recalled outfielder Curtis Goodwin from Triple-A Indianapolis.
The Reds have 10 days to trade
Hernandez or release him. The
right-hander also could accept
the assignment to the minors, but
he said he would prefer to look
for a job with a major-league
team.

Bearcats sign two but no point guard
John Seewer
The Associated Press
Bob Muggins added two more
scorers to his lineup, but the key
piece to another Final Four run
may still be missing.
The Cincinnati coach brought
in two junior college AilAmericans, including Ruben Patterson of Cleveland, on Wednesday, the first day of the spring
signing period.
Patterson, a 6-foot-7 forward
from Independence (Kan.) Community College averaged 27
points a game. Patterson was an
all-state selection at Cleveland's

John Hay High School a year ago.
The other newcomer is D'Juan
Baker, a 6-5 shooting guard from
Midland College in Texas, who
scored 21 points per game.
"Not only have we added a lot
of basketball skill... we have significantly increased our athletic
ability," Muggins said.
But the Bearcats, who came
within one game of the Final Four
and return their top three
scorers, still need a point guard
to replace Keith LeGree.
Huggins hopes that Baker can
fill that role. However, the Bearcats may have one more scholarship available and are report-

edly pursuing Kevin Morris, a
guard from New York
Overall, it was a slow signing
day for most schools around the
state. Five schools didn't add
anyone.
Ohio State brought in Ken
Johnson, a 6-foot-11 center from
Detroit's Henry Ford High
School. Johnson has not qualified
academically. He averaged 14
points, 13 rebounds and nine
blocks a game last season.
He will join Ed Jenkins, a 6-9
center from Sullivan College In
Louisville, Ky. He signed In
November.
Also committing to Ohio State

on Wednesday was Trent Jackson, a 6-4 shooting guard from
Rochester, N.Y. He averaged 18
points and 10 rebounds a game
last season.
Kent coach Gary Waters, hired
just a week ago, pulled in two
guards and a forward from
Columbus. Kyrem Massey of
Columbus Eastmoor, Damione
Thompson of Columbus MarionFranklin, and John Whorten of
Columbus Whetstone will join
three early slgnees.
"I think this group from
Columbus ... will lay the groundwork for a team that someday
will be very competitive in the

' X-rays on Joe Oliver's right
thumb found no fracture
Wednesday. The catcher was diagnosed with a slight sprain.
. Oliver Jammed the thumb on
his throwing hand while tagging
Rey Ordonez out at the plate in
. the sixth Inning of a 12-5 loss
Tuesday night to the New York
Mets. The base of the thumb
■ swelled, and Oliver left the game.
.. "It was just a little uncomfortable last night to try to
swing," he said. "I hated to come
out, but I felt I would be a liability rather than a help. I've been
having trouble with 10 fingers,
much less nine."
Oliver is batting .091 hi four
games as part of a platoon with
Eddie Taubensee. Knight considered calling up a catcher from
the minors, but dropped the Idea
after talking to Oliver on
Wednesday.
"He said he could grip the bat
as the day went on and he would
be available without a lot of limitations," Knight said.

Rehab for Anthony
Outfielder Eric Anthony had no
problems during batting practice
Wednesday and was cleared to
begin a rehabilitation assignment
with Triple-A Indianapolis.
Anthony separated his right
(nonthrowing) shoulder while
diving for a ball in an exhibition
March 16. He said he has felt fine
the last few days.
"There's no need to delay any
more," he said. "It's time to start
playing."

Akron brought in Jimmal Ball,
a 5-10 guard from Canton Timken. Ball averaged 21 points a
game last season and was firstteam all-Ohio in Division I. Chad
Minor, a 6-7 forward from Odessa (Tx.) College will also join the
Zips.
Miami got some inside bulk in
Abduo Sylla, a 6-7 forward from
Bayside, N.Y. Xavier also added
some muscle with Nate Turner, a
6-9 center Middletown. Turner
averaged just under 24 points per
game last season.

Ronald Mm
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Baseball owners
lost more than $700 million during the 1994 and 1995 seasons,
according to financial data obtained by The Associated Press.
The 28 teams had an operating
loss of $376 million In 1994, when
the players' strike wiped out the
final 52 days of the regular
season, the playoffs and the
World Series. The teams lost
$326 million last year according
to preliminary estimates compiled by the commissioner's office.
Baseball's 232-day strike, the
longest ever In U.S. pro sports,
appears to have cost owners
more than $900 million in revenue and cost players about $350
million In pay.
Teams combined for an operating profit of $36 million in 1993,
the last year before the strike,
the industry's eighth consecutive
profitable year.

Hernandez, 30, was signed as a
free agent on Dec. 1, 1994. He's
in the second year of a two-year
contract that includes a $600,000
base salary. The Reds will have
to pay the salary unless he signs
with another major league team.
Then, they would have to pay the
difference between the $600,000
and his new salary.
Goodwin, obtained in the trade
that sent pitcher David Wells to
Baltimore last December,
opened the season in the minors
after struggling in spring training. He hit .184 in 16 exhibition
games and got late breaks on fly
balls. Goodwin hit .333 in six
games for Indianapolis.
The Reds were carrying 12

"We had to get another body up
here," Knight said.
The Reds chose to stay with
their younger relievers rather
than demote one of them and
keep Hernandez.
"It's just a matter of going with
a young guy that we feel has a lot
of promise as opposed to staying
with a guy that's been around
awhile," Knight said.
Oliver OK

Conference,"
Conference,'

Baseball
owners take
hit from strike

Hernandez is part of a bullpen
that has given up 25 runs in 25
innings. Hernandez had a 13.50
ERA - the biggest on the staff after three appearances, allowing eight hits and six runs in 31/3
innings.
"It wasn't a total surprise," he
said. "I haven't been doing too
well, and I knew this was a possibility."

pitchers on the roster and were
planning to get rid of one reliever
within a week Minor injuries to
several position players left
manager Ray Knight with few
options and quickened the decision.

Mid-American
Waters said.

Curlli C«nptMrTfca StMmti Pit"

Tiger Woods tees off as Arnold Palmer, left, and Jack Nicklaus Masters from Augusta National Golf Club in Augusta, Ga. begins
look on during practice for the Masters. The first round of the today.

Golf's true masters rise at Augusta
Ron Sink
The Associated Press

AUGUSTA, Ga. - Jack Nicklaus thrusting his putter into
the air in triumph Arnold Palmer wincing and willing a shot
safely home. Tom Watson,
Gary Player, Sam Snead and
BenHogan.
There is a reason it's called
the Masters. That's who wins at
Augusta National Golf Club. In
the 59 tournaments since the
first in 1934,27 have been won
by players who ended up with
five or more major championships.
Only 13 winners - five still
active - claimed a lone Masters as their sole major championship.
And when the 60th Masters
starts Thursday on a fast, firm

Augusta layout. It's likely it
will be the beginning of a shaking out process that will produce another masterful champion.
"In the major championships
it Is limiting the mistakes that
wins," Colin Montgomerie said
Wednesday before his final
tune-up.
Nowhere is that more true
than Augusta National, where
the steeply contoured greens
greased up to warp speed for
the tournament demand unshakeable nerves, particularly
on Sunday when the history of
the event haunts the contenders over the tantalizing and
treacherous back nine.
"To win here you have to be
brave," Montgomerie said.
There are certain putts here
that you have to be firm on. If

you start thinking about the
putt coining back, you've
already missed the one you
have."
There are 93 players in a
field swollen by the large number of first-time winners on the
tour, but it's a fair bet the
green jacket placed on the
winner Sunday afternoon will
be something in a size that fits
Nick Faldo, Greg Norman, Ernie Els, Fred Couples, John
Daly or Montgomerie.
All except Montgomerie n probably the best player in
the world right now - have won
major championships. And
Montgomerie, the curly-haired
■Scotsman playing with a new
confidence after losing nearly
40 pounds, has been in the hunt
enough to know how to win.
Ask Norman who will win

here and he ticks off the names
of Montgomerie, Els and Couples. Ask Faldo and he quickly
mentions Montgomerie.
And Norman, Faldo and
Montgomerie all feel good
enough about their own games
to say they can win it. They
also agree that the course is
playing about as fast as they
can remember.
Brisk wind early in the week
dried the layout and frost on
the eve of the tournament
helped firm it up even more.
Speed, after all, Is Augusta
National's main line of defense.
With no rough and little
water, it is hard-rolling fairways and quick greens that
present a problem.
"This golf course and this
See MASTBtS, page eight

Losses the last two years dwarfed those In 1981, when a 50-day
strike canceled a large part of
the season. Owners sustained a
$105 million loss that year, not
including $47 million in strike insurance payments. Owners did
not have insurance during the
latest strike.
As a result of the strike and a
decrease in national TV money,
operating revenue dropped 35
percent in 1994 from a record
$1.87 billion to $1.21 billion.
Revenue rebounded 12 percent
to $1.36 billion last season, according to the preliminary estimates. Average attendance per
game dropped 20 percent and the
strike cut the regular season
from 162 games for each team to
144.
Operating expenses, however,
did not fall by nearly as much.
They dropped 14 percent from
$1.83 billion In 1993 to $1 58 billion in 1994, then rose six percent
to $1.68 billion in 1995.
The statements on losses were
complied by the commissioner's
office and obtained by the AP
from sources on the condition
they not be identified.

Rams find quaterback
in former Bear backup
EdSchiter
The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS - Steve Walsh, who
dldnt throw a pass for the Chicago Bears last year after carrying them to the playoffs in 1994,
will get a chance to become a
starter again - for the St. Louis
Rams.
After looking at such free
agents as Steve Beuerieln, Randall Cunningham and David Klingler, the Rams signed Walsh on
Wednesday, ending the search
for a replacement for Chris Miller, who cut short his career after
a series of concussions.
"I'm very pleased with Walsh's
decision to Join us," said Rams
coach Rick Brooks. "To me, the
most important thing about Steve
Walsh Is that when given the opportunity, he wins football
1

"I was particularly impressed
with what he did in 1994, his most
recent playing opportunity. This
is an excellent fit for our team
and will provide tremendous
competition for the starting spot
In preseason."
The 6-foot-3, 205-pound Walsh,
an eight-year veteran from
Miami, had an 8-3 record as a
starter for Chicago in 1994, when
he completed 208 of 343 passes 1
for 2,078 yards and 10 touch- '
downs.
The completions, attempts and
yards all were career highs. The
Bears won a wild card game at
Minnesota with Walsh at quarterback before getting routed by
San Francisco in an NFC semifinal.
See RAMS,

fail A. f\mhyfn> Aimtm hwi
St. Loali Rams bead coach Rich Brooks responds to question regarding the signing of quaterback Steve
Walsh
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Tigers' Olivares throws complete game

Steeleps won't commit
to drafting punning back

Tlii Associated Press
DETROIT - Omar Olivares
wants to be a workhorse for the
Detroit Tigers this season. Two
starts in, he already Is.
Olivares pitched a five-hitter
to earn his first American
League victory Wednesday as the
Detroit Tigers defeated the Seattle Mariners 7-3.
Olivares (1-0), signed as a free
agent in the offseason after
pitching for Colorado and Philadelphia last year, became the
first Tigers pitcher to go the distance. He struck out eight, including Jay Buhner four times,
and walked two.
For someone who has pitched
647 2-3 innings over the last six
years with three National League
clubs, Olivares has already
pitched 16 1-3 innings this
season.
"The complete game means a
lot to me," Olivares said. "I had a
lot of complete games In the minors, but in the National League
they pinch-hit for you a lot.
"I'd like to pitch 200 or 300 innings for this team."
He led 9-2 In the eighth inning
against Oakland In Las Vegas on
April 4 before the bullpen finally
won it 10-9 in 15.
"He pitched very well in Vegas
and also the last couple of spring
games," Tiger manager Buddy
Bell said. "He actually got
stronger after the seventh inning
(Wednesday). His ball was sinking more, and he had a great
breaking ball."
Mark Parent, Melvin Nieves
and Cecil Fielder helped Olivares
with homers. The Tigers have hit
17 home runs In their first nine
games. Including 14 in their last
si*.
Seattle starter Edwin Hurtado
(1-2) gave up five runs and seven
hits in five Innings.
"We're not getting ahead of the
hitters," Mariners manager Lou
Pinlella said. "That's been the
biggest problem the last couple
of days.
"We're getting behind and
having to come in with something
to hit"
The Mariners have lost nine
Timothy Kttxerg&ld/TW AiMclated PrvM
straight games at Tiger Stadium
over the past three seasons. Seat- Detroit Tigers' Omar Oil varea delivers a pitch to a Seattle Mariners batter.
tle has not won in Detroit since
four times in the fourth.
May 8,1994.
Leaguer, then hit his first homer to right that Buhner booted, alOlivares gave up a leadoff
lowing Gomez to score.
Curtis Pride hit a one-out with the Tigers.
homer to Joey Cora in the first single, stole second and scored
"I threw a high slider to Parent
Hurtado then walked Chris
and was behind 2-0 after three on Mark Lewis' single. Parent, Gomez and Chad Curtis. Bobby that was really high, and he could
innings before the Tigers scored another former National Higginson followed with a single handle It and hit it out of the
park," Hurtado said. "Then I
think I got too tine trying to hit
the outside comer, and I threw a
lot of balls."
The switch-hitting Nieves
started the Tigers fifth with an
opposite-field homer to left, his
second this season.
Ken Griffey Jr. hit an RBI
single in the sixth to cut it to 4-3.
But Fielder put the Tigers
ahead for good In the sixth with a
two-run homer.

the most efficient way to man
a football team, a philosophy
former coach Chuck Noll folPITTSBURGH - They'll lowed almost exclusively.
have a new starting quarter"It's been the llfeblood of
back, a new starting guard and our team," Donahoe said.
maybe a new starting
receiver, too.
But free agency has
The Pittsburgh Steelers changed the game dramatiaren't promising a new start- cally by allowing teams that
ing running back, even if Bam don't address every need in
Morris' drug possession char- the draft to procure talent beges aren't resolved when fore training camp starts in
training camp starts July IS.
July. The Steelers, for examAlthough it seems improba- ple, have signed free agent
ble the Steelers would use lineman Will Wolford and
their first-round draft pick running back Jon Vaughn, who
April 20 on a position other was cut by the Chiefs last
than running back, director of season.
football operations Tom Donahoe wont say.
"There's a lot of talk about
"We want to get a good the running back situation ...
player. To say we're going to but your situation changes
go in there and get a running dally, and you have to keep an
back, that's not our philoso- open mind," coach BUI Cophy," Donahoe said Tuesday.
wher said. "Our situation toLast year, the Steelers lived day isn't necessarily what It is
up to virtually every pre-draft going to be on April 20. You
projection by choosing tight still have other means of acend Mark Bruener. But while quiring players beyond the
the Steelers apparently draft- draft, so you can't panic."
ed from need last year, Donahoe said they never go into a
Of course, there's plenty of
draft determined to draft a room for panic if the Steelers
choose to.
specific position..
"I don't think we just panicked and said we're going to
Morris' drug arrest, guard
take a tight end no matter who Tom Newberry's likely reis there," Donahoe said. "We tirement, the departure of
felt there was enough quality free agents Neil O'Donnell and
at the position that If we didnt Leon Searcy and wide
get a tight end on the first receiver Ernie Mills' knee Inround, we'd get one on the jury could mean sweeping
second or third round."
changes In what was the
The Steelers have tra- Steelers' most efficient
ditionally viewed the draft as offense since the 1970s.
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

MASTERS

particular style of architecture
leads to great tournaments,"
defending champion Ben Crenshaw said. "With no rough, the
reachable par Ss and the nature
of the greens. It is a direct antithesis of what Is entirely predictable. It was built to depict
some of those conditions you
have at St. Andrews."
The constantly changing
nature of Augusta National d much like St. Andrews - Is
one of the reasons experienced
players do so well here. While
course knowledge helps, the
knowledge that the course will
throw something unexpected
at you is probably the best
piece at information to have.
"The power of these greens
has everyone thinking," Crenshaw said. "They are so undulating and so different in contour and texture that you dont
always have the same putts on
the same line from year to
year. There are some holes
where I dont think I've ever
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JOHN NEWLOVE RE^L ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
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Continued from page seven.

BRING YOUR SIBS N' KIDS!!

Friday & Saturday - XING

—_

Co-sponsored by:
Recreational Sports

**

had the same putt twice," said
Crenshaw, who Is playing In his
24th Masters.
Montgomerie said the course
change* so much even during
tournament week that he no
longer spends all week playing
practice rounds, merely putting in 27 holes before play
starts.
'It will change a lot," Montgomerie said about what tournament officials will do before
the first round starts. "It becomes a different golf course.
The pin placements. Maybe
there is a little ridge that will
hold your ball up on a hole in a
practice round. That will disappear.
"Things start to happen that
don't happen in practice
rounds."
Faldo, Norman and Montgomerie agree that Augusta
National is about as fast for
practice as they have ever seen
it
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Woman says Tyson Van Exel handed league record fine
did nothing wrong
Ron Lesko
The Associated Press

Sarah Hordgmn
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Mike Tyson has
not been charged In a nightclub incident, and a woman
who accompanied the boxer's
accuser says she does not believe anything sexually improper occurred.
Tammie Batty said the
woman, a Gary, Ind., beautician, told her after leaving
the trendy South Side club that
Tyson had bitten her face
while kissing her and had
touched her. But Batty said
she saw no signs of a bite.
"I dont believe it happened," Batty said Wednesday. "You don't mess with
anybody's reputation like
that."
Prosecutors said they had
not been contacted by police a necessary step before any
charges could be filed against
Tyson, a convicted rapist on
probation. Police said they
were still investigating.
"Rather than get into the
specifics, I will only say we're
taking appropriate action,"
police spokesman Paul Jenkins said.
Tyson, through a spokesman, declined Immediate
comment He owns a home in
the northeastern Ohio town of
Southlngtoa
A lawyer for the woman said
the incident occurred in a private room at The Clique, a
frequent stomping ground of
professional athletes.
"She is distraught. She is
angry and disturbed," said attorney Charles Graddick, who
would not identify the woman.
Graddick refused to describe what occurred, other
than to say in Indiana it would
amount to a charge of sexual
battery, a felony punishable
by 18 months in prison.
Ira Nathanson, a spokesman
for the Cook County State's
Attorney's office, said a com-

parable charge in Illinois,
where any charges would be
filed, is criminal sexual abuse,
a misdemeanor punishable by
up to a year in prison or probation.
An owner of the club who
spoke only on condition of
anonymity said he did not believe it happened.
"If any such Incident occurred, it's inconceivable we
wouldn't have known about
it," he said. He said the club
was crawling with security
because Tyson had called In
advance to tell them he would
be stopping by.
"We knew he was coming
and we asked our friends to
step [security] up a notch," he
said. He added that Tyson was
"in close proximity to our security" during his visit.
"All I know is the woman
wanted to come up and talk
with Mr. Tyson. ... He said,
'OK, come up.'"
"Mike has no comment at
this time," said Mike Mar ley, a
spokesman for Tyson's promoter Don King. "We're just
going to see what happens."
Graddick, a former judge
and failed mayoral candidate
in Gary, Ind., said the woman
tried to report the incident at
the club and was rebuff ed - an
allegation the owner denied.
"She was one of the last
people to leave," he said. "She
never said anything. What's up
with that? We had police walking around, security walking
around and she has nothing to
say and all of a sudden the
complaint comes up. That's
not very good credibility."
Friend and spiritual adviser
Muhammad Siddeeq said Tyson had been with Siddeeq in
Chicago for a three-day Islamic prayer service.
"He was Invited," Siddeeq
said. "He supports the Muslim
community."

RAMS
Continued from page Mven.
Erik Kramer won the job last
season in Chicago, and Walrh
threw no passes in 1995. The
Rams will be his fourth NFL club.
"I'm excited about the chance
to get back on the field," Walsh
said in a teleconference Wednesday.
The main knock against Walsh
is a weak throwing arm. But both
Brooks and Walsh said that Is not
a concern.
"If he's the quarterback, you'll
see the ball go deep," Brooks
said.

"It's not the typical John El way
or Dan Marino arm," Walsh admitted. "But there are a lot of
ways to win in this league Joe
Montana showed that"
Walsh, 29, spent the last two
seasons with the Bears. He is expected to compete with Mark
Rypien for the starting job vacated by Miller, who is retiring
from football after suffering a
series of concussions in 1994 and
1995.
Talks continue with Rypien
and Brooks said it would be good
to have the two competing for the
starting job.

MINNEAPOLIS - Lay off the
refs.
That was the message the NBA
sent Wednesday when it suspended Nick Van Exel of the Los
Angeles Lakers for the final seven regular-season games and
fined him a league-record
$25,000 for shoving an official.
"I think everybody understands that if this happens again
the penalty will be even more severe," said Rod Thorn, the NBA's
director of league operations.
Van Exel's suspension, which
began with Wednesday night's
game against the Minnesota
Timberwolves, came less than a
month after Chicago Bulls forward Dennis Rodman was suspended six games and fined
$20,000 for head-butting a referee.
Rodman's suspension had been
the third longest in NBA history
for an on-court incident until
Wednesday.
"It was more than Rodman
did," Thom said of Van Exel's actions in Tuesday night's loss at
Denver. "Therefore, the fine was
$5,000 more and one more game
I think we got Mr. Van Exel's attention."
Thorn said he considered suspending Van Exel for the
playoffs.
"I think they're sending the
right message," said Timberwolves guard Terry Porter, an
11-year NBA veteran. "They
don't want people to feel like they
can put their hands on an official
and get away with it"
Van Exel traveled with the
Lakers to Minnesota, but he remained at the team's hotel during
the game. He plans to discuss his
suspension during a news conference at the Forum in Inglewood, Calif., on Thursday.
Sedale Threatt started at point
guard in Van Exel's place. Coach
Del Harris said Magic Johnson
would not play more than his
normal 20-25 minutes to help
make up for Van Exel's absence.
Medical restrictions prevent
Johnson, who has the virus that
causes AIDS, from playing more,
Harris said.
•"That was imposed on us, and I
don't think this changes that,"
the coach said.
Harris said he had talked to
Van Exel twice since the incident, including once Wednesday.
"I think he's totally embarrassed by now," Harris said. "At
first there was an adrenaline
rush, just like there is anytime

Ui Aifclcinm«,KCAL-CkauciWTke

you go through an emotional situation."
The league's action will cost
Van Exel about $187,000, including $161,000 in pay during the
suspension. It also Jeopardizes
the Lakers' playoff chances just
three weeks after the team was
splintered by Cedric Ceballos'
unexcused four-day absence.
"It's Inexcusable," Johnson
said Tuesday night of Van Exel's
actions. "You just dont do that.
Now you're going to have to sit...
the rest of the season. Just when
I thought we were smart, and
then wham!"
The incident occurred with
3:23 left in the Lakers' 98-91 loss
to Denver on Tuesday night.
The exchange between Van
Exel and referee Ron Garretson
began after a foul was called on
the Nuggets' Dale Ellis. Van Exel
apparently made a sarcastic remark about the call, and Garretson, after a brief conversation
with Van Exel, signaled a technical during a timeout.
Van Exel had turned away before the technical was assessed,
and he then followed Garretson
to the scorer's table to protest.
Van Exel called Garretson a "little midget" during the subsequent argument, and Garretson
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The Office of Sponsored Programs and Research
and the BGSU Alumni Association congratulate

and their departments
on their selection as winners of this year's
Distinguished Undergraduate Research Award
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the team.
"He abandoned us, you know,";
Van Exel said at the time. "At atime like this, at a time we have
to stick together. It's going to be'
hard."
The rest of the Lakers were re-'
luctant to discuss Van Exel's
suspension before Wednesday's
game.
"Dont talk to him if he asks
about Nick," Vlade Divac said
when a reporter asked Eddie
Jones about Van Exel's suspension.
Jones, in his second season,
said he thought the NBA had gotten its point across with Rodman's fine and suspension. He
blamed Van Exel's youth for
Tuesday night's blowup. Vari
Exel is in this third season.
"I feel as though being young
you make mistakes," Jones said.
"He's young, and I think that's
what he did."

HOMECOMING '96 HAS A THEME
NOW WE NEED A LOGO!!!

L

^B.G.'s Largest
"and most unique
selection of
Imported

SOUTH

gave the second technical, which
results in ejection.
Van Exel then became enraged, using a forearm to shove
Garretson onto the scorer's table.
"I turn away from him. He pushes me... He pushed me onto the
table from what I remember,"
Garretson told the Rocky Mountain News. "Instinctively, I started to do something that I think I
quite possibly would regret, and
caught myself, and his players
took him."
Van Exel's suspension is the
third longest in league history
for an on-court incident. Kermit
Washington was suspended for
26 games in 1977 for punching
Rudy Tomjanovich, and Vernon
Maxwell received a 10-game
suspension last season for going
into the stands and hitting a fan.
Just three weeks ago. Van Exel
had been among the Lakers most
critical of Ceballos for leaving
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ABSOLUTELY the
very LOWEST

Prices In Town
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This television image from Channel 9-KCAL broadcast of the Los Angeles Lakers at the Denver Nuggets shows referee Ron Garretson tumble backwards after taking a forearm shove from Laker point
guard Nick Van Exel.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
~LSU Electkme"Ne«t meeting is this Sundey
and elections wil begin.
5 00pm, 2nd fl Student Services Buidlng
"PLANT SALE "
Bring in Sonng w't plant
ON SALE & Ed. BWg Slepe 10am-3 30pm
C^H A MRRY (Checks A cash only) .
sponsored by UAO © 2-7164
•Went a new car?AUTO EXPO SS
AprtlStrtAISth
Union Oval 9am 6pm
CHEAP lood. LOTS ol tun. and NO SALES
PRESSURE I
Raffle April 1B9i: Grand Prize-Bikal
•Sponsored by Sales A Marketing Club"
Atlamenfeat "96 • AprH 20
Asians/Asian Americans - enter the essay or
art coniesis nowl Win 175. Can Christine
3532050 or Scon 364-1115 Sponsored by
Asian Communitt— United.
ATTENTION STUDENT OnOANOATIONBI
April Student Leader ot [he Month nominations
are due Friday! Don't misi tfw last chance 10
recognize tfie efforts and accomplishments ol
our campus leaders. Turn In nomination forms
to SOLO, at 450H Student Services by Friday. Aprs 12th.
We're SOL D on leadership I
ATTENTONflATTENTIONII
STUDENTS ANO FACULTY
BGSUBLOOOMOBILE
APfll 1S-1B
10.30AM-4 30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Criminal Joel Ice Summer Coureee
Both ol these courses are open to an students,
and are 3 credit hours. Introduction to Criminal
Justice (CRJU 210), and Crime Flicks (CRJU
395) are offered during the first six week term
(May 20 9vu June 26). CRJU 210 (MTWR
14)0-230) is a required course tor all CJ
majors. CRJU (TR 6 00pm - 9.00pm) Ills an
elective. If you'd like further information or want
assistance registering for this course, call Tim
Carter at 372 0373

•KM DEEP
This Urn wiT be shown O
115 Education
Wed. ApnT 1008pm
sponsored by UAO
Can UAO 9 2- 71S4 for more into
Thai la a Sosiawoiwefy about a group ol
ooSepje etudente who come touothol to dteeuao racial sseuae. There wM be a facUttaled disc melon alUMwarde.

The African American Grid Student Assoc
Proudly PresenM
A STEPSHOW EXTRAVAGANZA
A benefit performance event tor
Protect Sewch
Saturday, ApnT 13,1996
7:00 pm.
101 decamp Hall
Price 110 (includes aflerperly)
Tickets are Bursarable
All proceeds wil be donated directly to
the Peace Champion Fund

We invtle you to invesngate
The Be he'I Fekh
Fridays 3pm Rm 1000 BA
For Info 287 3230 (local call)
or 353-8175 ask for Melinds

•KM DEEP
This llm wil be shown at
115 Education
Wad. April 100 8pm
sponsored by UAO
Cell UAO©2-7184 lor more mb
Thss la a documentary about a group ot
college students who come together lo stscuea racial leeuoa. -There wW be s fecWletad d lee use Ion altenearde.
TOLEDO FIRM n
ACCT, CS, MKTG, 8 PURCH
majors with 3 0 GPA'sfor
fu» ome June - December Positions
*l650/monlh (No May 96grads)
Apply with resume a rmnecnpt
to Co-op: 310 Student Services,
ore 2-24511f you're on file

1 MF roommate tor summer and next
school year lo live in Ig 4 bdrm house w/
large yard and porch. Must be opervmndad,
easy going and fun. $i65/mo ♦ utl. Cal
352-5305
1 -2 Summer Sublease's Needed
house on 2nd Street, own room, ftSStno *
utl! Call 372-4048 (Amy)

ATTENTION FALL JUNIORS ANO SENIOR:
As an Involved student on campus you may be
eligible lor 9ie $500 StCSIC Scholarship Applications are available In 405 Saddlemlrs Stui»ffl Services Btdgf^atSna Is Aprs 12.

2 Female subieasers lor summer only June 1 •
Aug 20. Call Julie at 372-1582 or cal JuSe and
Sherry at 353-3700.
2 non-smoking mala suolsesers needed lor
FairSprlng ol 98-97 school yr. Share room In 2
bdrm, 2 bath apt Dishwasher, kirn, new earpot 6196 «elec tar each 352-0631.
2 roommaies headed, E. Wooeter house. Cal
Hastier or MersdHi at 352-5089.
2-4 Summer Subieasers Needed Huge 2 bedroom tewnhouse w/basement. Rent negobaMelCatlHoey or Staph 354-7043.
Day Care in our home. Summer session. Full
lime desired 354-1976.
Female roommate needed tor upcoming
school year. Own room, fulry furnished, dose
to campus. $i90imo Includes utxittes. Cal
353 5410 8 leave message
Female Sublease* wanted lor Summer.
HSOVmo. Close lo campus. Stansnrge

CAMPUS POLL YEYES

MMMJ

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK, ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink
mrwereu SAFET* FMMMTMH
•1WW

W

Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St
LARGE 3 BEDROOM. 120 1/2 (upper)
N. Prospect St. dose to downtown A
campus 12/mo lease starts 8-15-96 up
to 4 occupants $7507mo ♦ uH. 3535800

NF.Wil DRILLED CHICKEN
■ieoas«luss^elaa»TWnae,t»irra.os
THE WA YFARERSI THIS SATURDAY!
Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoke
every Sun .Tues .Wed, evenings.
Don't run your spring vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning pankape.
Campus Tanning' 352 7889
Homecoming "98 has a theme
■United Colors of BG'
NOW WE NEED A LOGO
Contest being new April 1015
$50 gift cerrtcew to BGSU Bookstore
torlhewnnerll
Entries due by 5p.m. April 15ln«ie
SmdentAcBvUee Office (3rd Floor Union)
Cal 2-2343 tor queesone and requirements
HOTIHOTIHOTI
Lose 20 lbs by summer break!
New metabosem breakthrough.
Results guai erased! Free gilt w/pmchaas.
■29.95 coal Cal 1-800-334-1664
HSA SPRING COFFEEHOUSE
Aprl11
7:41pm
llthFloorOflenheuer

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APTS - 215 E. POE
RD 1 BDRMor EFFICIENCY units
15 mm walk to Math/Science Bklg
$225 S $330.'month. only 12 left tor
1996 97 353 5800

Female SuMeaser tor summer '96. Apt. close
lo campus. Own room. S22S/mo. Cal Trade

0354 0523
Female summer sublessor needed across
from campus. $150 per month plus utilities
Call 354-8136 Have own room. Saw 511 96
House lor summer sublease.
3 bedrooms, porch. 304 North Summit.
Call 363-0366.
Male or lemafe 2 shars 2 bdrm. Townhouse.
Futy furnished, no uSI. 6200 par mo. Arbors of
BG: Pond In back cal Ron at 354-1523 or
354-6436.
Male or female leaser tor summer. $275 enlre
summw. Own room. Close t> campus. Cal Mchess 352 6470
Mate or Female
Sublease* needed summer months
CaH 362 2472
Male or female sublsaisr trom now unol May
$225'mo Close to campus. Elecelc 6 phone
only. Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212.

Needed two roommates kx 98-97 school year.
calJannaat352-i427.
One MF roommate needed tor May-August
$200/mo. wi9i own bedroom 6 bathroom. Cal
352-0701.
One roommate needed tor summer. One room
AC. futy furnished and vary nice apartment
Call 3544193.
Roommate needed to share a 2 bedroom
apartment tor summer and school year.
noaaonabls rent. Mce and dose lo campus.
Call 363-2406, ask for Phtawsm.

Management Inc.
NEW 1 BEDROOMS - HILLSDALE
APTS 1045 N. Main St (behind
office) only 4 left starting 8-15-96.
»350/mo 353-5800

372-5796

Need two summer roommates. AX Cheap
Ram. Close to campus. Cas 353-3321 (MHss)

In celebrason ol B"GLAD WEEK
Come see JEFFREY, a funny and witty
film about a gay man's commitment to
oehbacy and his courage not lo stray,
In tie age of AOS The lUm wel be
shown April 15in 1007 BAal 6pm FREEI
sponsored by UAO,
tor more iHo cal 2-7164

RO

.Need.
Now 91 ru Jury
1091/2 N. Main Apt G
Gonveoteni LoceSon
Rsjhl Across from »a bwi
$160/rnor*. Please call 363-7416

oc^c) 228 S. College
<»V
• Close to Campus
• FREE HEAT,
WATER, SEWER
• Laundry Room
• Lots of Parking
• ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

Subleasing en we apt. on 8th St.
Staring NOW I posstse Fail.
Cal Staph 354-8107
Summer 96
Apt. torrent

4ppi 1136/mo.

SLIMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
specious 4 bdrm house - 4#i and high
cat: 352 7578

Rentals

Management Inc.

.,„ RK9n 328 S. Main
ttt-MU Our Only OKice

Summer !
men! Cal Bryan el 363-6186 leave message

I\crniil',«,

\\s( nil rani

307 S. Main St

.ff>

KG.

pb. 354 1388

J2? BCSITS BREAKFAST PLACE

,cr " ►

V

HELP WANTED

Prout Hall • Upperdasamen
Kohl Ha* - Freshmen Program
Pick up applications In 440 Saddlemire
Student Services
Applications due by Monday Apr. 15

11750 weekly poesible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For Infocal 301-306-1207.
250 Counselors a Instructors needed'
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mtns.,
NE Permsylvanie. Lohfcan. Box 234BG.
Kerwworlh.NJ 07033(906) 276-0998

(Servina
Dav»
(Serving Breakfast All Day)

Attention OVaduato Students!
The Greduale College Professional
Development Program is seeking s highly
motvatsd individual to fill the
posiSon ol Assistant Director of Ongoing
Programs. Ths Is ayew-round hall time
assistantshtp. For more intormsoon and
application lomis con tad your Depanmenl
Coordinator or call 9ie GC POP Office at
372-6621
Application Deadline: April 26,1996

CEDAR POINT
SUMMERJOBS
Cedar Point Amusement Perk In Sandusky.
Ohio has over 3.500 positions available this
summw. Cedar Point oners...low-cost housing
and living expanses, .colege-styts social His.
valuable job experience, good wages and a
greet bonus program.
To schedule an on-campus Interview, cal one
ol our Student Recruiters
Jamie Brandenburg 353-2146
Chris Lynch 372-1941
Amy Rkssterer 372-1520
Krittma Sunderman 352 9360
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poe*lens! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mtne PA. Good sasaryltlpel (901) 689-3338
CRUISE SHIP JOBS APPLY NOW FOR
SUMMER. MVF. NO EXPERIENCE HI
OUIRED. HIGH PAY/BENEFITS.
1-600-6368645 Ext C3507.
Forget 9ie Health Club'
Work outside 9*s summer 4 get pad while
maintaxvng your tan! Landscape company
specializing m water gardens seeking dependable employees No expenence necessary.
Located 2 mi west ot Td. Express Airport. Apply: Oak Park Landscape 1 Water Garden Co..
3131 WHkinsRd.Swanlon. (419)825-1436
Help wanted all postilions All shifts Big Boy
Restaurants Apply al eithw E Wooster or N.
Main Stores
HIRING SERVERS
APPLY MON. - FRI. (2PM4PM)
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440 E. COURT ST.
INTE RNSHtP: COOP ANO VOLUNTEER
CIPPOflTUNtTIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS • PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS • PR PEOPLE
AND MARKETERS

GET INVOLVED
CALL 372 8068 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTim
Local menutscturing company has need ol
'pert-time unskilled production employees
These jobs ws mainly assembly ol smal pans
Work 1535 hours a week wound your schod
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south of Wooster Street so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work st BUs plant
Rate ol pay la 6425 pw hour. Come by to pk*
up an appeceson term Advanced Specially
Products. Inc.. 426 Ctough Street Bowing
Green, OH 43402.
NATIONAL PARKS HMSM
Pcwsone are now available at National Parks.
Forests 6 Wsdste Preserves Excellent bene
IB 6 bonuses! Cat: 1-206-971-3620 ext. N
55445.
NEED MONEY7
SUMMER JOBS IN FOOD
OPERATIONS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND ALL
FOOD OPE RATIONS OteMG UNITS.
C-STORES. AND SNACK BARS.
Palmar - Experience hetptul. fulUme summer.
Call Don Buser 352-2707.
ParalegeVLisgaSon Assistant
Part-time tor local msearch firm
Must possess exceSent research skills.
And document prepare son Reply:
PO Box 441 Bowling Green, OH 43402

Sut •rBusen
Are you an en trepre neu r ?
Great opportunity, low start up coat
Management training

Earn up to $600 per weak.
Vehide requred.
Call Greenland Irrigation
1-600-361-4074
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail m SRC office
Apply NOWI For into cal 2-7477.
Telephone interviewing. No setting. Part-time.
Mostly evenings t weekends. Relaxed atmoaphero. In Perry sou rg 8 74-584?
TELEPHONE INTERVE WE RS
MARKET RESEARCH
If you are looking tor a great permanent parttime fob working tor a growing company read
on.
NFO Research. Inc. needs you to conduct
market research surveys with our panel members. NFO panel members are located across
the United States and have agreed to do market research with NFO. These people expect
our cal. There is absolutely NO SELLING involved.
NFO Research Offers:
'Flexible schedules - you create your regular
schedule
•Pleasant office work environment
'Paid training
"Benefits package
"401 (k) and profit sharing plans
"Weekend shift differential
'Pay tor performance bonus
•Referral bonus.
"90 day wage increase
Sartmg wage is $5.25 par hour, with eahning
potanoal of $6 per hour. Minimum typing skills,
customer service experience, and pleasant
phono voice required
Our operating hours are:
4 30pm -11:30pm
Monday- Friday and
1000am-600pm
Saturday a Sunday
We require a three day minimum schedule with
one ol the days be*,g Saturday or Sunday. Tel
us what days are bast for you We want you to
join our team.
S top by our office al
2700 Oregon Road in Norrtrwood We are con
ventenBy located off 1-75 {exit 198) to complete
an employment application.
NFO RESEARCH, INC. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
The Steamship William G. Mather Museum at
Cleveland* North Coast Harbor Is seeking
museum guides for its 1998 season. Candidates should be Interested in local history and
enjoy working with the public No expenence is
necessary, and paid training a) provided. Both
weekday and weekend positions are available
from Summer to earfy FaH Applicants should
contact the Steamship William G. Mather Museum, 1001 East 9fh Street Pier. Cleveland,
Onto 44114 at (216) 574-90S3.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry level 8 career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico, Caribbean, etc) Wartstaff, housekeepers. SCUBA diva leaders, lit
ness counselors, and more.
Call
Resort Employment Services
1-208 971-3*300 eilR55443

FOR RENT

1 or 2 bedroom apis. ElUcienoles 1 rooms
300btodlolE Merry
9. 10.1?. 15 mo leases tor 96-97 school year
• Summer Aoenmerns Available '

Call3S3-032S
Very dose to campus. A/C. Furnished
•• House oc Rooms For Rent —
729 4th Si. comer ol 4th * High Si
4 bdrms.. centre! or. 1 1/2 baths
Includes washer/dryer 4 can be furnished
Femelee only K3-032S
1 12 bdrm apt. aval. »»12mo.
leases including host, hoi water. oooWng a
sewer. Located Clougri * Mercer 352-0184
1-2SUiLEAMR3NCEDeD
•1 St uU. included. May - end ot July.. Mty furnished and air conditioned on 5th end Htgri
Call Vsl 354-41«2.
1996-97 schod year. 2 bdrm. turn, or unfum
spa asoo par mo. inrj free heat, water.
sewer, gee t HBO. 705 7th Si 354-0914.
3 bdrm house. 906 N. Proepect (BOO per
month Aval Aug. 1st. Ph 364-7237.
Clean, Deluxe 2 bdrm. turn, dishwashers, restdent mgr.. A/C heat water A sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 3S44401 atttr
6pm
Elite. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting In May. Slave
Smith 3S2-Q917. [no calls alter 9:00pm).
Efficiency sublessor needed tor nail year. 1/2
bioox from dowtown coffee shops A bars. Cal
Jason & 352 5286 leave message.
FOR RENT House on I si btock ol S. College
Large yard. 3 bdrm. Max 5 persons. 12 mo.
lease si MSOmo 353-6491.
Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases
CaH 362-7454
New 2 bdrm. apt Air. disposable, dishwasher
2 car oarage *S00 plus uSI. Limit 2 people.
Call 353-1731.

srawOHXjRArjsTuoewTS
2 bdrm, AC. gas heal, new paint. A
carpet, quiet area, laundry, asoo/mo.
Jay-Mar Apts.
0RABSTu<XEh1T8A»f»OFESSIOflAL
1 bdrm w' study, new. A/C, ges heel.
ceramic tie. plush apts, laundry $570/mo
TheHomesleed
SENtOnVORADSTUOetlTS
1 A 2 bdrm. quiet area, gas heat
1390 A 1495 -Liberty St.

384-6036

STubteaser needed tor summer.
1436 Napoleon house own room
t1 TSrmo. Negotiable Jen 362-6752
Sublessors needed 2 bedrooms. 1 bath furnished upstairs duplex Located besasen camput and downtown. Washer/dryer included.
Afrordable rent. Call 353-6144.
Summer Subieasers Needed
Cheap Rataa. Big House. Backyard, Front
Porch to share. Call 364-n 52.
TAKE OVER LEASE 96-97 School year. 1
bdrm.. Apt., Furnished, pay electric only. Free
gas. heat A shuttle to campus. Cal Clare
353Q626.
WHE RE TO HANG YOUR HAT?
CALL 352-3446
Tel us WHO you are. tVHENyou need an apt.
WHAT length ol lease you need, WHERE you
live now. WHY you would be a good renter,
and WILL try to help you out.
601 3fd—704SeV~7107tl

\ \ In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between

Toledo & t'.olumhuyaaai
THr Trtrdo Blade KruanraM CrliK

Waitress needed. Muat be available from 10
am. - 2 p.m. a couple days per week. Also
some evenings 8 weekends. Apply b/W 2-4
p.m. Mon - Fri. Elks Club. 200 Campbell HJI

R£
Weekend pi-time help needed. Must have
horse expenence. Job consists of stable work
8 yard work Call 832-1641 or 832-0712. ask
tor Lee.
Woman - Man. Earn extra income Flexible
hours. $200-500 weakly. Call 7 days
407-875-2022 ext 0561 H14
YMCA resident camp. BeHefoniane. OH seeks
qualified equestrian staff, creative arts director.
office ssst A senior counselors tor summer
n. Cal 1 -800-423-0427 tor appltcaoon

FOR SALE

146 North Main Bowling Green

great
scores...

19" ootor TV. CaH for price st 354 0530.
87' Chevy Astro Van, many new parts. Asking
$3500 or bast oflar. Call (419) 372-3438 ask
Ipr 1^1 no answer .aava a meaaay.

'Bob&c

tut nesfl

"5

RESTAURANT '

All Positions
Available Now
Summer Also Available

°*
Urn Cay Rahe
turned

Specials Every Night & Day

Student Painters is currently looking tor hard
working, motivated students to ft* production
manager and paintar positions tor this summer.
Have some fun in the aun while earning $5.50 $7.50 per hour. Positions are avr'ible in all
suburbs ol Cleveland, Akron. Toledo. Columbus, as well aa here in Bowling Green. For
more into and an application call
1-800 543-3792

Sheik Cay

>

Open until 8.00p.m. Mori. -Fri. 2.00p.m. Sat. 6Sun.

Residential Suppori Spaoattit
Communtry Mama. Haalih RaaktonDal FacMliy
now hmng pert Bme poaiDont. Eipenence
working with persons having psychiatric disabt
hues prelarred. but not reouired Position invoK*aa diract care and supervision of mental
hearth consumers, and overseeing taaliiy
operations. Must be available to work weakends and rotating hoedays. and hold a valid
driver's license in good standing. Psych and
Social Work majors encouraged to apply Contact Mary Thatl. Residential Coordinator, at
352-9450 tor more into Applications accepted
unileV1.Vg6.ECC.

Brand New Futon Frame
BeatOMar
CaH Efeabethat 353 0250

<3E2J>

V

%

POWDER
That's what you'll Una. In Craalad luna, Co.
CnMiad Buna Mountain Raaort oflar you an
•KcaHent opportunity to eiperience paradiaa.
You can ski. >vorh, ptay and earn a $500 acholarahsp. Craatod Bum Mountain Raaort wi be
holding an orientation meeting tor our student
amptoymant program on 4/12 in the Adtm
Bldg iiOalOpm.

Are you 'Outgoing
-Sell Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
'A Team Player
•Sates Experience
hateful but not necessary
'. U BG News is to-<ing lor successful advo.'.
ising account executives lor Fad 1996/Spnny
1997. AppScasons available at 204 West HJi
or call John Virostek at 372-2605 lor more d*
tavls

^v

Management Inc.
WILLOW HOUSE - 830 FOURTH ST.
Large 1 bdrm, A/c. only 1 left Starts 815-96 »330/mo 353-5800

WANTED
1 subtsaesf ■ Ive wish 2 male roommaies from
May August Close to osmpus Rent: $16667
• alec Cell 353-0094.

Close to campus
CaH 364-40*8

NEWI9VE

NEW 2 BEDROOMS - HILLSDALE
APTS 1045 N. Main St (behind office)
only 2 lot! tor 1996 97 $6O0/mo 3535800

P*vt 1 Fu* Dmt LawriTKJwing fVHrtitxii
Aval tor Immertlato hiring
Call Kr)iciwtX)Ck6K Uwni 362 S335

RE SI 0E NT ADVISOR

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4873 BG Pregnancy Center

ALPHA PHI DANIFISHLEY ALPHA PHI
Line Banani - Get excited lor this weekend! II
bet you thought you'd never make R but FINALLY, the time has come. So get ready tor
initiation! You're the best' I love you, little'
Love. Big Weasel
THESE ARE DAYS THESE ARE DAYS

Summer sublessor needed tor E. WoosMr St
house. 353-8915

GAM valuable experience by
becoming a summer resident
advisor. Position openings:

SERVICES OFFERED

"PLANT SALE"
Bring si Sprwig w/a plant
ON SALE & Ed Bldg Steps 10am 3 30pm
CASH 1 CARRY (Checks ft cash only)
sponsored by UAO 0 2-7164

HOMETYPttTB
PC UMTS rtt-Ktod $45,000 income potential.
C*M eOOSl3-*343E»l B-084fl.

PRSSAPRSSAPRS3A

WANTED

MSA SPRING COFFEEHOUSE
April II
7:41pm
11th Floor OHonhauor West

Summer lubleaiara needed tor 5 bedroom
house. Close to campus. For more Into cal
353-4414 or372-4507 or37? 8174

Come lo the PRSSA Bowl- A-Thon
lo hasp raise money for our
eaents. Tonight, Thurs.
April 11 from 8-10 In the Union

Wortd Student At as station
Internet lonel Week!
Sunday April 14: The movie "Gandhi' - oscar
winner. starring Ben Kmgsley. Sponsored by
The Indian Student Association.
Time A place: 2pm Giah Theatre
Everyone is wetcomel

PERSONALS

on-Campus and Non-TntsMonal students
Membership dnve in Moaeley Hall Basement
April 9th- 110i, Discover what we can do
lor you'Free Snacks I
Or contact Oft-Campus Connection at
372 9915 and NT SA at 3 72*248

Kappa Alpha Order
OPEN RUSH NIGHT
Thurs. April 12»i at 8 p.m.
Kohl Hall Locked Lounge
Food and Funl
Questions, cal 2-1252 ask lor Michael

STUOY AlROAD ORIENTATION
There war be a study abroad orientation session lor students studying abroad during the
summer and fie 1996-97 academic year.
Please come to one ol the following sessions:
Tues . Apr. 23 7-9pm 1103 Offenhauer WeSI
Wsd.. Apr. 24 7-9pm 1104 Often hauer West
Pleeae call Saly Raymonl at 372-0309 II you
have arw questions.

OVETHEOIFTOFUFE
OIVEBLOOO
BGSUBLOOOMOB1E
APRS. 15-19
10:30AM-4:30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDE0
BGSUBLC>OOMOBa_E
APRIL 15-19
10 30AM 4 30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
VOLUNTEERS SIGN W THERE

•4TERN3HIP: COOP AND VOLUNTEER
OPPOftTUNiTIES KM FALL SEMESTER
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS • PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS' PR PEOPLE
AND MARKETERS.
GET INVOLVED.
CALL 372-8086 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIII

50"

yesterday!

Slop In Or CaH
1726 E. Woo§ter
(Located behind B.P.)
352-2193
t

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you tocus
your teat prop studios and
your confidence, so you can
gsl a hlghar scorn.

1-800-KAP-TEST
.ot a higher score

KAPLAN

